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Abstract. BitTorrent is a popular and scalable P2P content distribution tool. This 
study attempts to analyze the factors that affect the offline probability of 
BitTorrent peer, and express the probability using these factors. We first collect 
large data set of BitTorrent peers’ activities. Then we use nonlinear least-squares 
regression to determine the probability distribution function for each of the three 
factors (download percent, download speed, and local time) and the joint 
probability distribution function of the three factors, and use another large data 
set to verify the prediction results. 
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1   Introduction 

BitTorrent [1] is a popular and scalable P2P content distribution tool. In the recent 
years, many research efforts [5, 6, 7, 8] have focused on P2P systems. Some works on 
the measurements of P2P systems have studied the distributions of peer's session time. 
Saroiu, et al. [9] present the session durations of Napster and Gnutella. Chu, et al. [10] 
present the first study of the popularity of files stored and transferred among peers in 
Napster and Gnutella over month-long periods, and propose that the distribution of 
session lengths follows a log-quadratic function. Stutzbach, et al. [2, 11] show that peer 
uptime follows a power-law distribution rather than the commonly assumed Poisson 
distribution. Besides session time, some studies [3, 9, 10] find that peer's availability 
varies with the hour of the day. We are inspired by this finding to express offline 
probability distribution by local time. 

If peer’s offline probability can be expressed clearly, it would be helpful for 
BitTorrent to improve its downloading strategy or to implement some interesting 
functions. In this paper, we try to analyze the factors that affect the offline probability 
of BitTorrent peer, and describe the probability using these factors. We find that 
besides uptime, there are still some other important factors: download percent, 
download speed, and local time. We regard each factor as a random variable. From the 
large data set of peer activities obtained in a BitTorrent network, we get these variables' 
values when each peer enters offline state. Based on these values, we get the 
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distribution data for each variable, and determine the expressions to represent  
these distributions by performing a nonlinear least-squares regression (NLSR) on each 
distribution data. Then we try to use three main factors (download percent, download 
speed, and local time) to express the offline probability together, and use another set of 
BitTorrent log data to verify the expressions. 

2   Data Set 

The data set consists of two parts. The first part, which is called the training set, 
contains the data that is used for regression analysis. We acquire the training set with 
the same method as used in [3]. We use an application to acquire the data in four steps. 
First, it monitors, gathers, and parses the HTML pages of the bt.5qzone.net, a famous 
BitTorrent website in CERNET (China Education and Research Network), and 
downloads some new .torrent files randomly. Second, parses the downloaded .torrent 
file to get corresponding tracker URLs. Third, links to each tracker to get the list of all 
the peers downloading the files. Fourth, link to each non-firewalled downloading peer, 
and begin to record its session data. A number of 219063 valid session data was 
acquired during the period from February 2006 to April 2006. We use this data set to 
determine the probability distribution function (PDF) of each variable and the joint 
probability distribution function (JPDF) of three variables. 

The second part, which is called the test set, is the BitTorrent tracker log described in 
[4]. The authors obtained a RedHat torrent's tracker log on a five months long period. 
The log contains statistics for about 180,000 clients, and it clearly exhibits an initial 
flash-crowd period with more than 50,000 clients initiating a download in the first five 
days. We use the filtered 144,196 valid session data as the test set to verify the 
determined distribution functions. 

In the training set and the test set, we only care about the offline data, which is the 
data related to peer's offline state. The offline data includes the values of the following 
variables when each peer enters offline state: uptime (equals to session time), download 
percent, download speed, and local time.  

The uptime values can be obtained from the data set directly. A peer's session time is 
a combination of the time it spends to download the file (the download time) and the 
additional time it keeps running after the download is complete (the lingering time).  

We let a peer's download percent value could be larger than 100%. Its value would 
exceed 100% if the lingering time is larger than zero. Let Td be the download time. Let 
Tl be the lingering time, and set Tl = 0 if the download has not be completed. Let Sd be 
the size of the data downloaded by the peer in Td. Let Sf be the total size of the files. The 
download percent Pd is calculated as: Pd = Sd / Sf + Tl / Td. 

A peer's download speed value is calculated from the last two known sizes of the 
data downloaded by the peer. The calculated download speed will be zero if the peer 
has downloaded all the files. 

To calculate a peer's local time, we first get the its time zone from its IP address, then 
converts the recorded offline time to its time zone's corresponding local time. 

For the offline data obtained above, we define the following intervals as the analysis 
domain: uptime is limited to the interval: [0, 1005) minutes, download percent is 
limited to the interval: [0, 201) percent, and download speed is limit to the interval:  
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[0, 301500) Bps. The domain covers about 85% of the total offline data. The skipped 
data covers a large span, while its proportion is small. For instance, the proportion of 
the sessions with uptimes longer than 1005 minutes is less than 4% of total sessions, but 
their values covers a large span of time, some peers' uptimes even exceed 100000 
minutes. Since peer uptimes follow a power-law distribution, it has some sessions with 
much longer durations, as well as has a much larger fraction of sessions with short 
durations. The offline probability of the skipped sessions is very low, so that the limited 
domain let us concentrate on the sessions with higher offline probabilities, while it has 
little influence on the sessions with low offline probabilities. For instance, when we 
compare two peers' offline probabilities, 30% and 10% have much difference, but the 
difference between 0.01% and 0.03% is little. 

The data types of uptime, download percent, and download speed are all float. To 
facilitate calculation, we divide each variable's domain interval into 100 equal 
subintervals by rounding to the nearest integer. For instance, uptime's domain interval 
[0, 1005) is divided into 100 equal subintervals, then the value 3 represents the interval 
[25, 35). The data type of local time is integer, and the time unit is hour. 

3   Determine the Distributions of the Variables 

Here we first discuss the limitation if we only use the uptime to express peer's offline 
probability. Consistent with [2], we confirm that the uptime follows a power-law 
distribution. But we find that offline probability is correlated with other factors. Peer's 
offline probability varies significantly with its download speed when uptime is fixed. 
So the accuracy is often limited if we only use uptime to express peer's offline 
probability. The phenomenon can also be found by the offline probability distribution 
of download percent described blow. A peer's offline probability would increase 
suddenly when it just has completed the downloading. 

We first get the offline probability distribution of download percent from training 
set, then attempt to determine its PDF by NLSR. We attempt to use some curve 
equations to perform the NLSR, and select the equation with best fitting for larger value 
as its PDF. Let xp be the download percent. The offline PDF of download percent can be 
expressed as: 
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We use the equation to calculate the prediction value, and verify it with the test set. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the result, in which (a), (b) show the same data; the only difference is 
that the y-axis in (a) is in log scale. As shown in the figure, a peer's offline probability 
would increase suddenly when it just has completed the downloading.  As can be 
observed better in (b), the obtained PDF has higher accuracy for larger offline 
probabilities. It is because of our preference for larger offline probabilities. 
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(a)                                                         (b)                      

Fig. 1. Download percent’s offline probability: (a) Y-axis is in log scale; (b) Y-axis is in linear 
scale 
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                                    (a)                                                            (b)           

Fig. 2. Download speed’s offline probability: (a) Y-axis is in log scale; (b) Y-axis is in linear 
scale 

Using the above method, we obtain the PDF of download speed: 
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where xs is the download speed. The result is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Setting xt as the local time, we obtain the PDF of local time similarly: 
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Now we try to use the three variables (download percent, download speed, and local 
time) to express the offline probability together. The value of the offline probability 
expressed by three variables together is relative small. Since we prefer larger offline 
probability, the analysis domain is redefined to the following intervals: download 
percent is limited to the intervals: [0, 6] & [100, 102] percent, and download speed is 
limit to the interval: [0, 30150} Bps, while local time is unlimited. Then we perform a 
multiple least-squares nonlinear regression on the data by the Gauss-Newton method. 
We obtain the following JPDF: 
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(a) Redefined training data                 (b) Difference 
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(c) Test data                          (d) Difference 

Fig. 3. Triple set’s offline probability 

The result is illustrated in Fig. 3, in which X-axis is the serial number of the triple 
(download percent, download speed, local time) set; (a) illustrates the distribution of 
the redefined training data; (b) illustrates the difference between the prediction data and 
the redefined training data; (c) illustrates the distribution of the test data; (d) illustrates 
the difference between the prediction data and the test data. 
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4   Conclusions 

This study attempts to predict peer's offline probability in BitTorrent. We first collect 
large data set of BitTorrent peers’ activities. Then we use nonlinear least-squares 
regression to obtain the probability distribution functions and the joint probability 
distribution functions for three variables, and compare the prediction values with 
another large data set. The result shows that the PDFs are relative accurate for larger 
offline probabilities. 

We will collect other popular P2P systems’ activity data in the future, and use 
regression to analyze the offline probabilities of other P2P systems. We will also seek 
other ways to predict peer's offline probability. 
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